Summary from Åbykollegiets board meeting 30-9-2020
A quick translation for the English-speaking residents at kollegiet.
1) Covid-19 actions
We are continuously receiving new restrictions from Kollegiekontoret (the dormitory
office) regarding Covid19. Rikke has made an update on facebook, with a summary of the
current rules on to use the common room, and we’ll update the Facebook page frequently.
2) Accounting meeting
An accounting meeting will be held with the dormitory office on Wednesday 28 October
2020 at 8.30 in the common room. Maya, Jonas and Rikke participate.
3) "booking" of the common room
Due to the many resent postings on Facebook, regarding residents who wants to make use
of the common room, the board has decided to make a calendar to display on the wall in
the common room, valid for 2 months at a time. In that way, it will be possible to sign up
you name, on the date and time you wish to make use of the space. This resolution should
still not be considered as a definite reservation, as the same rules as before applies. You
still have no ‘rights’ of the common room on the current day, as the note on the calendar
must be seen only as a "heads up”, to other residents about wanting to use the space on
the current date. The poster comes on as soon as possible.
4) Cleaning in association with use of the common room
Unfortunately, as there has been a somewhat annoying tendency with inadequate cleaning
when using the common room for parties and private events, an obvious sign must be
made with an overview of the necessary cleaning. Until then, the rules for cleaning after
using the common room, can be found on the attached post on Åbykollgiets facebook
page.
5) Åbykollegiets Facebook group
To make it easier to navigate on kollegiets facebook page and the attached notices about
regulations and information from the board, we in the board have decided to make a

Facebook profile called ”Åbykollegiets bestyrelse". The purpose of the profile is answering
to posts and questions, as well as official announcements on behalf of the board.

6) Parking in the yard
Due to an increasing number of cars parked in the courtyard, we remind you that it is forbidden to
park in the courtyard, due to the fire escape rules.

7) Surveillance cameras in the basement
As some may have noticed, cameras have been set up in the basement, despite the proposal for
cameras in the basement being downvoted at the most recent residents meeting. The reason is
that we, in collaboration with housing inspector Henrik Walentin and the dormitory office, have
been offered to set up cameras on a trial basis free of charge, to investigate the preventive effect
on thefts from the basement. Because of this, the instalments has no impact on the current rent.

8) Åbykollegiets money account
As part of the kollegiets budget, we as residents, have an annual amount of 12,000 DKK to spend
(almost) how we like. The account is administered by the board, but all residents have the right to
suggest and propose ideas on how the money should be spend. The money has previously gone to
i.a. summer parties, Christmas gatherings, board games and a new fitness machine for the gym. If
you any good ideas for a cool activity for the residents, or for something else you think is missing
from the dormitory, you are welcome to write to aabykollegiet@gmail.com with suggestions.

